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Abstract

Rod control cluster assembly movement through the bowed guide tubes is considered. The movement equation is
presented with some of the assumptions and special attention is paid to the determination of the mechanical friction force.
The numerical algorithm is described and some results of parametric studies are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The number of operational and technological factors influences on a coverless fuel assembly
(FA) and results in FA deflection in a core. This fact is proved to be true at the NPP with WWER-
type reactors. Sometimes this phenomenon produces Safety and Control System (SCS) malfunction,
that is not suitable for the safe NPP operation. The facts of the same kind are reported at a number of
PWR of US and France design [1,2].

Both required time limit excess and rod control cluster assembly (RCCA) incomplete insertion
are classyfied as SCS malfunction. In the core RCCA is affected by the two types of resistance forces.
That are the hydrodynamic forces (namely viscous friction on the rod walls, the back flow of the
displaced water, the coolant flow, the spider hub flow separation) and the mechanical friction between
the guide tubes (GT) walls and rods. The last force is brought into existence after FA deflects at the
value of the difference between inner GT calibre and rod diameter. Time limit excess may be
accounted for the hydrodynamic forces increase, but it is not true for incomplete RCCA insertion.

The paper [3] deals with the problem. The slide friction force is said to be a principal cause of
incomplete insertion. But they suggested simplyfied approach for the force determination, also it was
necessary to carry out the rod drop experiment in the concrete core. This paper offers more universal
technique to predict RCCA behavior on the only base of the FA bended axis.

2. RCCA DROP DYNAMICS MODEL

In a core RCCA is affected by the gravity, the viscous friction, the spider hub resistance and the
mechanical friction. The RCCA acceleration is defined by these forces sum:

M is the RCCA mass, g is gravity constant, k is viscous friction coefficient, x is the RCCA
mass centre coordinate (x e [0, L], L is the length of the GT), k, is the spider hub resistance
coefficient, \i is the friction coefficient, N(x) the normal force between the RCCA and GT.

dx
The initial conditions look like: / = 0:x = 0; / = 0: - - = 0 . (2)

at

In the equation (1) is ignored: the pressure reduction due to the coolant flow across the FA, the
back flow of the displaced water, the pressuresation of the water ahead of the RCCA and the damping
devices affection after the bottom design position is reached.
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Both incomplete RCCA insertion (X,v=0 <L) and required time limit excess (t\x=L > ATn )

will be assumed as a malfunction. Then the SCS failure function will be the following:

3. MECHANICAL FRICTION DETERMINATION

The main resistance cause was said to be the friction force, that is proportional to the normal
force between RCCA and GT. Let us apply the relationships:

X

N(x)=\\q(x)dx (3)
o

«*)-EJ&® (4)

q(x) is the rod lateral load, y(x) is the rod axis deflection, E is the Young modulus, J is the
moment of inertia for the rod (it is assumed the fixed characteristics along the rod length).

Let us roughly suppose the abscence of the annulus between inner GT wall and the rod, that is
equal to the situation when rod is deflected according to the GT form.

For the two-dimensional solution FA axis is described with the (X, Y) set, Y is the deflection in
point X, X e [0, L]. To define the lateral load the analytical representation y*(x) (y*(X) = Y) is
necessary. The general solution of the equation (4) is the sum of its particular solution yp(x) and a
general solution of the congruent homogeneous equation yg(x):

y(x) = yg(x) + yp(x) (5)

yg(x) = Co + C,x + C2x2 + C3x3; yp(x) = Q x 4 + C5x3 + C6x6 + C7 cos(x) + Q sin(x)

Due to the absence of the forces and the moments of forces across the rod it is necessary for the
function y(x) to be continuous and to possess its continuous derivation up to the fifth one. At the ends
of interval the conditions y'(0) = const e y'(L) = const are added. Let us divide all the FA length at
a number of steps, so any of them to be relied on the adjacent spacer grids. The solution of the
equation (5) will be represented by the set of functions yj(x), which describe FA axis at the proper
step. The function y/x) must be equal to the two inner point axis deflections and equal to the both
step end deflections. Moreover, at the step ends this function must have continuous derivations up to
the fifth one.

Coefficients in the equation (5) are strictly defined from the system of these conditions. The
system is solved by the Gaussian method modification. This technique allows to increase the number
of steps in order to refine the FA bended axis without complication of the algorithm.

It is necessary to define the lateral load qx e qy that are applied to the rods in two orthogonal
planes OXZ, OYZ for three-dimensional solution. The total friction force will be equal to their sum:

q'+q/dz.

Text continued on page 63.
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4. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

This algorithm was realised in the computer code "DORA", that is a part of a program complex
"RANDEVU-3" - "TEREMOK" - "DORA", intended for prediction of FA axis bowing and SCS
behaviour (drop time and insertion depth is determined) for the WWER-type core at the arbitrary
moment of fuel cycle.

A number of parametric results are listed below. The influence of FA form, friction coefficient
and hydrodynamic forces on the RCCA drop was investigated. The mass center velocity v(t) and
insertion depth was calculated.

The study of FA shape influence on RCCA movement has been carried out on the three basic
variants (Fig. 1, 2, 3), namely so-called "cosine", "dollar" and "bow". The Figures represent GT
deflection, rod lateral load, axial rod drop resistance, rod displacement and velocity. The "bow" shape
seems to be the most inclined for the RCCA sticking.

In the case study of friction force influence the incomplete insertion arose while the doubling of
its value had happened over the initial one.

The investigation of the hydrodynamic viscous friction was also carried out (Fig. 4, 5). This
force does not affect the RCCA movement very much. In general it became valuable in the second
half way, when rods are almost inserted at full length. In comparison, the spider hub resistance force
produces the specific velocity profile (Fig. 6, 7). It tends to influence at the beginning, when the
RCCA gets its velocity maximum.

Under the influence of all forces (Fig. 8, 9) the hydrodynamic RCCA resistance is composed of
the approximately equal impacts of both viscous friction and hub resistance. In the beginning the hub
resistance affects more, but in the end the viscous friction magnitude exceeds the hub one.
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